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Summary
There is increasing academic and policy interest in interventions aiming to promote young people’s health by ensuring that the school environment supports healthy behaviours. The purpose of this review was to summarize the current evidence on school-based policy, physical and social-environmental influences on adolescent physical activity and sedentary behaviour. Electronic databases were searched to identify studies that (1) involved healthy adolescents (11–18 years old), (2) investigated school-environmental influences and (3) reported a physical activity and/or sedentary behaviour outcome or theme. Findings were synthesized using a non-quantitative synthesis and thematic analysis. Ninety-three papers of mixed methodological quality were included. A range of school-based policy (e.g. break time length), physical (e.g. facilities) and social-environmental (e.g. teacher behaviours) factors were associated with adolescent physical activity, with limited research on sedentary behaviour. The mixed-studies synthesis revealed the importance of specific activity settings (type and location) and intramural sport opportunities for all students. Important physical education-related factors were a mastery-oriented motivational climate and autonomy supportive teaching behaviours. Qualitative evidence highlighted the influence of the wider school climate and shed light on complexities of the associations observed in the quantitative literature. This review identifies future research needs and discusses potential intervention approaches to be considered.
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Background
Physical activity in young people is associated with improved cardiovascular health (1), mental health (2) and academic performance (3). Despite these established benefits, a substantial proportion of young people fail to meet physical activity guidelines. Moreover, participation declines during the transition from childhood to adolescence (4,5), with physical activity increasingly replaced with sedentary activities (6). Given that young people spend approximately half of their waking day at school, schools represent an important setting for promoting physical activity and reducing sedentary behaviours.

Overall, school-based physical activity interventions have tended to focus on increasing knowledge via health education and printed/audio-visual materials and implementing curricula to increase the amount of time students are engaged in physical activity during the school day. Generally speaking, these interventions have not been successful for adolescent populations (7). A general criticism directed at
many school-based interventions is the lack of attention paid to the role of the wider school environment (8). A growing body of research suggests that human behaviour is not only driven by deliberation (e.g. knowledge, attitudes and beliefs) but can also be automatic, cued by environmental stimuli (9). These environmental factors may be physical (e.g. physical structures and facilities), social (e.g. social support and social norms) or institutional (e.g. within-school rules and policies). This is consistent with ecological approaches to behaviour change, which posits that environments restrict the range of behaviour by promoting and sometimes demanding certain actions and by discouraging or prohibiting others (10).

Both in academia and policy, there is increasing interest in identifying interventions that aim to promote young people’s health by ensuring that the wider school environment supports healthy behaviours (11). A recent Cochrane review (12) examined the evidence for the ‘health promoting schools’ (HPS) framework, which combines (a) the school’s social and physical environment, (b) health education within the formal school curriculum and (c) links with families and the wider community. On the whole, an HPS approach demonstrated effectiveness for physical activity promotion. However, limited conclusions can be drawn regarding the specific role of the school environment as interventions combined environmental modifications with traditional health education and/or family involvement. Another review focussing exclusively on the school environment facet of HPS (11) found that environmental interventions show potential for increasing physical activity. This review included intervention studies only, with just two studies targeting physical activity in adolescent populations. Indeed, it has been highlighted that the lack of research into HPS approaches for adolescent populations represents a ‘missed opportunity for public health impact’ (13) (p. 15).

Given that the aforementioned reviews (11,12) and others (14–16) examine evidence across childhood and adolescence (e.g. 5–18 years old), it is unclear how the associations observed operate among different age groups. For example, two recent reviews have examined the impact of playground designs (17) and physically active lessons (18). Both provide encouraging evidence in favour of these approaches, but only one secondary school-based intervention was included across both reviews. It is therefore unknown whether these types of environmental interventions that appear to be effective in primary schools may also be beneficial for adolescent populations.

With such limited experimental evidence available, the inclusion of multiple forms of evidence is crucial to identify potentially effective approaches that have yet to be tested. As such, the objective of this mixed-studies systematic review was to provide information on what school-environment factors are associated with adolescent physical activity and sedentary behaviour.

### Methods

#### Study identification

Four electronic databases were searched in June 2014 (PubMed, Web of Science, PsycINFO, ProQuest [including British Education Index; Australian Education Index; ERIC]). The search strategies are shown in the Supporting Information (Table S1). No date limits were applied. Reference lists of included studies and of relevant reviews (e.g. (11,12,15,19,20)) were searched for further publications. The following inclusion criteria applied were (1) involving healthy adolescents (11–18 years old), (2) investigating the influence of the school environment and (3) reporting a physical activity and/or sedentary behaviour outcome measure or theme.

Following the searches, all results were exported into a reference manager and duplicates removed. Initially, titles and abstracts were screened by the first author (K. M.) for obvious irrelevance; 15% were double checked by another author (E. v. S.). In the next phase, full text versions of selected articles were obtained, and inclusion and exclusion criteria assessed. At this stage, all articles were screened by at least two authors (K. M., A. A. and E. v. S.). Any disagreements were resolved in a meeting involving all three authors.

#### Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Studies could be set in secondary schools and/or middle schools (mean age of participants >11 years old). We excluded primary school-based studies and those examining clinical populations only (e.g. youth with physical or mental disabilities, or students with asthma or diabetes).

Consistent with an ecological approach, we defined environment as the physical and aesthetic surroundings of the school and/or the psychosocial climate and culture of the school. In this sense, environment refers to the wider ‘ethos’ of the school relating to physical activity, including physical activity-specific policies (e.g. organisational statements or rules that are meant to influence behaviour), school organisation/management; teaching; discipline; pastoral care and features of the physical environment (11). Experimental studies that focussed predominantly upon changing individual-level factors (e.g. health education, behavioural skills training and motivational interviewing) were excluded. We also excluded multi-component interventions, which included a significant health education or family/community approach.

Quantitative studies were included if they reported on a physical activity or sedentary behaviour outcome measured by self-report or proxy-report questionnaire or objectively measured. Qualitative studies were excluded if they did not provide a theme that is related to how physical activity is influenced by the school environment.
Data extraction (and selection)

Standardized forms were used to extract data from the selected studies. This included (a) author, year of publication and country, (b) aims of the study, (c) participant characteristics, (d) intervention components/exposure measures (quantitative studies only), (f) primary outcomes (quantitative) or themes (qualitative) and (g) any cost/cost-effectiveness data available. Relevant data were extracted by the first author (K. M.) and double-checked by a second author (A. A. or K. C.). Discrepancies were resolved through a consensus discussion.

Risk of bias (quality) assessment

Each included article was quality-assessed using a modified tool appropriate for mixed-studies reviews (21). This tool assesses quantitative observational studies using items that reflect the appropriateness of the sampling, the justification of the measures and the control of confounding variables. Quantitative experimental studies are assessed according to the appropriateness of randomisation, blinding and complete outcome data. Finally, qualitative studies are assessed according to the appropriateness of the qualitative approach, description of the context, the justification of the sampling and the descriptions of the data collection and analyses. This tool is shown in the Supporting Information (Table S2), including the items that were added for the purpose of this review and the scoring strategy adopted. Specifically, we added items to be able to distinguish between the quality of the observational design (e.g. cross-sectional or prospective), the quality of the exposure variables (for the observational studies) and the nature of the physical activity outcome assessment (e.g. subjective or objective) used in the quantitative studies.

Synthesis

Given that a large proportion of the included studies were focussed exclusively on the physical education (PE)-specific environment, we split the findings into studies that addressed the ‘whole school’ environment (e.g. school grounds and extra-curricular physical activity policies) and those that addressed the ‘PE’ environment only (e.g. size of PE instructional area and PE teacher behaviours). Environmental characteristics were grouped into broad categories, (1) physical environment, (2) social environment and (3) policy environment, to aid the presentation of results and facilitate evidence synthesis.

For the quantitative data, we performed a non-quantitative narrative synthesis of all reported correlates of activity. Heterogeneity of methods used to assess physical activity and sedentary behaviour, along with contrasting definitions and measures of the school environment, precluded synthesis by meta-analysis. Similar exposures were combined (e.g. ‘frequency’ and ‘hours’ of PE provision). Associations were extracted for the smallest available subgrouping (e.g. sex and age). Where multiple stratifications were presented, data for subgroups based on sex were prioritized. If studies were reported on multiple outcomes, data for the most comprehensive measure (e.g. total physical activity) were used. Data on a second outcome was only included where this is related to sedentary behaviour. For each potential correlate, associations from individual studies/samples were categorized as ‘−’, significantly associated with lower physical activity, ‘0’, no significant association/effect or ‘+’, significantly associated with higher physical activity. Reverse coding was used for those studies reporting on sedentary outcomes. Consistency across studies was then summarized using a previously applied algorithm (22) labelled as: ‘+’ or ‘−’ or ‘0’ if 60–100% of the studies reported the same direction, or ‘?’ (indeterminate/possible) if fewer than 60% of the studies (for each correlate) reported a consistent direction. Moreover, where four or more studies reported on a potential association, double signs were used to indicate greater confidence in the summary (e.g. ‘00’, ‘?’, ‘+-’, and ‘−−’).

Qualitative data were synthesized and analysed thematically using NVivo in three stages, such as (1) line-by-line coding of primary studies; (2) organising codes into themes and (3) development of analytical themes (23). The final integrated synthesis consists of a narrative commentary for each facet of the school environment (physical, social and policy environment), which combines the results of quantitative and qualitative syntheses (24).

Results

Ninety-three papers (describing 91 different studies) met the inclusion criteria (see flowchart in Fig. 1). Sixty-eight of these were quantitative studies and 25 were qualitative. Table 1 provides a brief overview of included studies. A more detailed description of each study is provided in the Supporting Information (Tables S3 and S4). Overall, most studies were published within the last 5 years (68%) and conducted in North America (primarily the USA). Almost two-thirds of the included studies (62%) targeted the whole school environment, with approximately 38% exclusively targeting the PE environment. The majority of quantitative studies had sample sizes of >1000 participants, with several studies including >10,000 participants. The majority of qualitative studies included between 30 and 100 participants. Regarding the quantitative studies, most were cross-sectional (68%), 11 used a prospective designs (16%) and 11 were experimental (16%) including five randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Physical activity was...
assessed using subjective methods in 43 (63%) studies, whilst objective assessment was featured in 25 studies (37%). Most assessed either total physical activity or moderate to vigorous physical activity (>90%) with very few studies addressing light physical activity (n = 3) or sedentary behaviour (n = 3).

Quality assessment

Quantitative studies (see Table S3 in the Supporting Information)

Most of the 11 experimental studies were of moderate quality; only one PE-based study was deemed of high quality (25). This study randomized students to different teaching strategy interventions, blinded students to alternative intervention options and also assessed intervention fidelity using blinded assessors. This study also utilized an objective physical activity measure, which was where a number of other experimental studies fell short (26–29). Studies deemed of low quality tended to be small pilot designs, which did not adopt randomisation (e.g. (27)) or where complete outcome data was not reported (e.g. (28)). Overall, the observational studies were of mixed quality. Few adopted prospective designs (n = 11), of which only two utilized objective measures of physical activity (30,31). Higher quality cross-sectional studies tended to adopt objective activity measures, objective/valid exposure measures and adequately control for confounding (and adjust for nested data if relevant).
Table 1  Overview of characteristics of the studies included in systematic review of school

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study design</th>
<th>Quantitative studies (N = 66)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Qualitative studies (N = 25)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observational</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross-sectional</td>
<td>(31–37,43,60–68–71,75,76,84–114)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prospective</td>
<td>(30,31,72–74,90,115–119)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RCT/cluster RCT</td>
<td>(25,26,29,61,120)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other experimental*</td>
<td>(27,28,77,121–123)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td></td>
<td>(26,30,32–34,36,37,43,61,68,69,71,76,84–87,90,95,101,102,104,105,107,109,110,113–115,117,120,123)</td>
<td>31 (38,39,47,54,55,57,59,65,66,78)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe (excluding UK)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(28,72,73,75,77,88,89,91–94,108,116)</td>
<td>14 (51)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia and New Zealand</td>
<td></td>
<td>(25,31,35,60,70,98,100,103,121,122)</td>
<td>10 (53,56,58,64)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td>(72–74,96,97,106,111,112)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td></td>
<td>(27,29,72,118)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size†</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td></td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;100 participants</td>
<td></td>
<td>(88,99,122,123)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–299 participants</td>
<td></td>
<td>(25,27,29,30,34,69,73,76,77,86,101,103,109,114,116,118)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300–999 participants</td>
<td></td>
<td>(28,71,72,74,75,84,87,90,91,112,113,115,121)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000–9999 participants †</td>
<td></td>
<td>(26,31–33,35–37,60,61,68,70,92–98,100,105–108,111,117,120)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥10,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>(43,85,89,102,104,110)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools targeted</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle school</td>
<td></td>
<td>(26,30,32–34,36,37,61,68,71,76,84,85,91,95,104,105,109,112–114,120,123)</td>
<td>23 (38,39,54,59,67,78)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary school</td>
<td>(e.g. high school and junior high)</td>
<td>(25,27–29,31,32,35,43,60,70,72,73,75,77,87,89,90,92–94,96–98,100,102,103,106,108,111,115–119,121,122)</td>
<td>37 (40,41,45–53,55–58,63–66)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined schools</td>
<td></td>
<td>(88,93,99)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td></td>
<td>(69,86,101,107)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment addressed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole school environment</td>
<td></td>
<td>(26,27,31–35,43,60,61,68–71,84–107,115)</td>
<td>39 (38,39,45–50,53–59,63,64,78)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity outcome</td>
<td>Within school PA/SED</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total PA in school day</td>
<td></td>
<td>(27,31,35,43,68–70,73,76,84,87,89,90,96,97,101,102,106–109,114,115)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within-class (PE) PA/SED</td>
<td></td>
<td>(25,30,36,37,77,104,109–113,117,120–123)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After-school/extracurricular PA</td>
<td></td>
<td>(26,32,60,95,98,102)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA during lunch/breaks</td>
<td></td>
<td>(60,88,92–94,103)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure time PA/SED</td>
<td></td>
<td>(28,29,71–75,91,98,100,105,116–118)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active transport</td>
<td></td>
<td>(60)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity outcome (intensity)</td>
<td>Overal PA†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVPA</td>
<td></td>
<td>(25,26,30,32,33,35,43,61,69,70,73,76,77,84,85,87,89,90–94,103–105,107,109,114,115,120–123)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vigorous PA</td>
<td></td>
<td>(26,29,72,73,92–94,102,110,115,116,118,119,121)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light PA</td>
<td></td>
<td>(33,103,110)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SED</td>
<td></td>
<td>(25,86,103)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continues)
When stratifying the studies by type of environment, it appeared that those focused on the physical environment of schools tended to be mostly cross-sectional. However, in this group, those rated as high quality all adopted objective measures of physical activity (32–36) and utilized objective exposure measures where possible (33,34) (e.g. geographic information system (GIS) techniques to map campus characteristics). Few studies appropriately accounted for potential confounding. In contrast, the group of studies focused on the social environment included relatively more prospective and experimental studies (mostly relating to PE teaching behaviours), but the majority used self-report outcome measures. Lastly, studies focusing on the school’s policy environment tended to adopt larger sample sizes across multiple sites; however, the majority of these also adopted self-report outcome measures. Only two included objective measures of physical activity in relatively large sample sizes (32,37).

Qualitative studies (see Table S4 in the Supporting Information)

Most included qualitative studies were of moderate quality, with four of high quality (38–41). High-quality studies tended to include an appropriate and specific qualitative approach for the topic in question (and a sound justification of this approach) as opposed to the more generic ‘qualitative approach’ reported in most studies. Furthermore, these tended to describe the participants in greater detail and include a justification for the sampling and recruitment method used (e.g. purposeful sampling). In addition, they provided a richer description of study context, data collection and analyses, which establishes credibility of the findings (42). Very few studies included details on researcher reflexivity (e.g. an awareness of the researcher’s own biases and role within the study) or included methods to establish trustworthiness of the data, such as triangulation or the use of multiple analysts.

Physical environment

Quantitative studies

Nineteen papers (describing 17 unique studies) included exposure measures that correspond to the whole school’s physical environment (Table 2). A total of eight unique physical environmental exposure variables were investigated, half of which were only investigated in one or two studies. The only physical environmental factor consistently positively associated with physical activity was the ‘activity setting’ (the type and location for specific activities, e.g. baseball field, indoor gym etc.). For example, in one study, having an ‘alternate room for physical activity’ was associated with greater activity, even though the total number of facilities was not (43,44). ‘Access to physical activity or sports equipment’ was consistently not associated with physical activity, although in two studies, positive associations were shown for boys only. ‘Physical activity facilities’ and ‘physical activity area/field size’ showed indeterminate associations. Of the less frequently studied factors, only the campus area size per student showed a potential positive association with physical activity. All other exposures showed an indeterminate or no association.

Qualitative studies

Features of the school’s physical environment were discussed in 16 qualitative studies. Factors that were highlighted as potential influences on physical activity and sedentary behaviour included the school’s facilities, space and equipment. These were predominantly discussed as the lack of facilities and/or the poor quality of school’s physical activity facilities (38,45–52).

…some schools have soccer fields and basketball courts, but there’s none of that here. During recess, we play soccer in the hallway, but the principal won’t let us play there … (50)
Poor changing facilities (47,49) and the lack of bike storage facilities (48) were also cited as negative influences on activity. Similarly, the lack of a ‘playground’ was mentioned as limiting intrinsic motivation to ‘play’ (51), although another study highlighted that students reported being ‘too old’ for playgrounds and held the perception that ‘safe’ play spaces were ‘boring’ (53). Six studies referred to ‘space’ as an important factor. Spacious environments were suggested to promote physical activity (53), with several studies identifying a lack of ‘space’ at school as limiting activity (54,55) or suggesting that existing space could be improved to promote greater activity (56). Only one study included a reference to the school’s building design, in that it positively impacted upon activity because of the number of stairs (49). Finally, a lack of, or out-dated/poor equipment was frequently highlighted as a negative influence on physical activity (38,53,55–59).

Like in our primary school they had a sport shed and you could borrow something, write your name and borrow something, they should have that here, but they don’t (56)

A limited level of detail provided within the included papers prevents developing a deeper understanding of why the school’s physical environment impacts upon adolescent physical activity and sedentary behaviour. There was a suggestion that the lack of physical infrastructure within the school meant that more physical activity opportunities could

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Whole school environment (observational and experimental studies)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity setting (type, location)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA facilities (access, number)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field/PA area size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus area per student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School building area per student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to sports/PA equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School design (greenery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall school PA friendliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived school PA climate/support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School social capital (e.g. connectedness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PA policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracurricular PA activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intramural vs. interscholastic sports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- School offers intramural sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- School offers interscholastic sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE provision (d/frequency/h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active lessons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to field/play area out-of-school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School involved in PA promotion project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allowing students to cycle to school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of sports management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break time length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recess exercises</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This citation (43) includes additional papers (44,124) as these report on the same overall study.

E, experimental studies; P, prospective studies; C, cross sectional studies – cross-reference in Supporting Information Tables S3 and S4; PA, physical activity; all variables are PA unless stated; SED, sedentary time/behaviour; TV, TV watching; b, boys; g, girls; j, junior; s, senior. Direction of association: –, significantly lower PA/higher SED; 0, no significant difference; +, significantly higher PA/lower SED. For ≤3 studies: ‘?’ if 34–59% support a specific association, and ‘+’, ‘–’ or ‘0’ if 60–100% support a positive, negative or no association. For ≥4 studies: ‘++’, ‘—’ or ‘00’ if 60–100% support positive, negative or no association and ‘??’ if <60% of studies support a specific association.
Table 3  PE environment (observational and experimental studies)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Association with PA/SED</th>
<th>No. of samples</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE lesson location</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of instructional area</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indoor vs. outdoor lesson</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Teacher influence</em>†</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive feedback</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of choice</td>
<td>25, 25&lt;sup&gt;SED&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active supervision</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformational teaching behaviours</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological need support (autonomy,</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>competence and relatedness support)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Autonomy support</td>
<td>29, 72, 74, 75, 116, 118,122</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Relatedness support</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational climate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Perceptions of learning/mastery climate</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Perceptions of performance climate</td>
<td>30, 109, 116</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State policies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- PE requirement binding</td>
<td>110b, 110g</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- PE goals set</td>
<td>110g</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Schools must offer PE</td>
<td>110b, 110g</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- School give PE test</td>
<td>102, 110b, 110g</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- PE exemption for sport</td>
<td>110g</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- PE exemption for other reason</td>
<td>110b, 110g</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single sex vs. co-ed</td>
<td>37b, 37g, 77</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE class size</td>
<td>36, 36&lt;sup&gt;SED&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This includes teaching behaviours assessed by the SOFIT observational tool (feedback, prompts/cueing/demonstration/out of class PA promotion/no PA promotion).
†This includes role-modelling, social support and social influence.
E, experimental studies; P, prospective studies; C, cross sectional studies – cross reference in Supporting Information Tables S3 and S4; PA, physical activity; all variables are PA unless stated; SED, sedentary time/behaviour; b, boys; g, girls. Direction of association: –, significantly lower PA/higher SED; 0, no significant difference; +, significantly higher PA/lower SED. For ≤3 studies: ‘?’ if 34–59% support a specific association, and ‘+’, ‘−’ or ‘0’ if 60–100% support a positive, negative or no association. For ≥4 studies: ‘++’, ‘−−’ or ‘00’ if 60–100% support positive, negative or no association and ‘??’ if <60% of studies support a specific association.

simply not be offered (i.e. the physical environment limits the policies that can be established) (46). Moreover, there were suggestions that the lack of equipment available meant that students had nothing to do at break times (60), that poor facilities undermine intrinsic motivation in PE (52) and that the school’s existing space possesses a greater number of ‘sedentary rather than physical activity opportunities’ ([53 p. 12]),

...we always hang out in the student lounge...because there is a plasma TV and you watch all the music videos and stuff (53)

Summary (mixed study synthesis)
Taken together, this review provides support for the importance of specific settings for physical activity within schools. That is, it may not be the number of or access to facilities in general that is of importance, but rather the availability of specific facilities that are perceived as adequate and accessible by students. The importance of sufficient space (in the PE-specific environment and at the whole school level) was also considered important for physical activity, as highlighted in the quantitative and qualitative studies. A lack of equipment (or poor quality equipment) was discussed in several qualitative studies as a prominent barrier to physical activity at school; however, the findings from the quantitative studies indicate that this may be most relevant for boys. The qualitative evidence highlighted the dominance of physical features that might encourage sedentary behaviour, but this has yet to be tested quantitatively. Furthermore, the qualitative studies indicate that the influence of the physical environment on physical activity is a complex process, which also closely ties to the school’s policy environment (i.e. whether the school allows...
access to the facilities). If a school with excellent equipment and multiple facilities does not provide (extra-curricular) opportunities for these to be utilized, the impact of the physical features on adolescent physical activity is likely to be compromised.

Social environment

**Quantitative studies**

Thirteen observational studies and two experimental studies investigated a total of five unique social environmental factors pertaining to the whole school environment (Table 2); three were studied four or more times. The ‘perceived overall school physical activity climate/support’ showed an indeterminate association, whereas a whole school’s ‘social capital’ (e.g. how connected individuals feel to their school) showed a potentially positive association. Interestingly, ‘perceived teacher support’ showed a consistent positive association, but ‘adult supervision’ consistently showed no association. Two experimental studies included social environmental intervention components as part of wider environmental strategies. The first focussed on changing PE teaching behaviours and increasing levels of supervision (61), whereas the second focused on changing the school’s social environment through provision of training to empower members of the school community (adults and youth) to create school environments that promote physical activity (26). Here, a positive social environment was characterized by fostering ‘connection’, ‘autonomy’, ‘skill building’ and ‘healthy norms’. Both showed positive effects on physical activity, albeit only in boys in the first instance.

Within the PE environment, fourteen observational and eight experimental studies investigated a total of 11 social environmental factors (Table 3), all broadly related to the PE teacher’s behaviour. Two of these factors were studied four or more times. ‘Motivational climate’ refers to the climate created within the lesson (by the teacher), which can either be ‘mastery’ focussed (e.g. students perceive they are rewarded for learning and improvement) or ‘performance’ focussed (e.g. students perceive they are rewarded for superior performance over others) (62). A mastery climate was consistently associated with greater activity, both within and outside of PE. Related to this, teacher ‘autonomy support’ (e.g. teacher provides support for self-initiation, choice, independent problem-solving and involves the student in decision making) and ‘provision of choice’ within PE also showed consistent associations with physical activity and sedentary time. Other aspects of PE teacher behaviours were assessed in single studies; most showed positive associations with physical activity.

**Qualitative studies**

Eighteen qualitative studies discussed features of a school’s social environment in relation to physical activity and sedentary behaviour. Factors that were highlighted as important included the school’s ethos and culture surrounding physical activity, the school and PE ‘climate’ and specific PE teaching behaviours.

The most prominent theme to emerge was the negative influence of a competitive ethos or competition-focused-climate (39,45,54,56–58,63,64) or simply the ‘seriousness of participation’ (58). It was suggested that this can reduce participation, especially for girls and/or students of lower athletic ability (54). In one study, teachers reported that there was a desire to encourage elite performance and raise the profile of the school through sporting excellence.

As a teacher in lessons I think you want maximum [participation], but outside of lessons and the development of talent, I think you want to go elitist. So it’s a bit of, that old dilemma. (45)

The wider culture of the school surrounding physical activity was discussed in several studies. In one study, students, teachers, principals and parents recognized that how a school approached the notion of physical activity had an important impact on how active the people in the school were. As one teacher reported:

...the whole school atmosphere, I think it really does promote and want kids to be involved [with physical activity].... (39)

The wider school culture was also discussed in terms of the level of priority given to physical activity. In one study, heads of PE and heads of school year discussed how their schools undervalued physical activity, as demonstrated through a lack of volunteering by other staff to support extracurricular opportunities and teachers being ‘unwilling to give up their time at either lunch time or after-school’ (45). Another study discussed how PE is given a much lower priority than other ‘academic subjects’. This (coupled with poor funding and scarce resources) forces programmes to compete against each other, which ultimately degrades the school culture surrounding physical activity (39).

Students in one study reported that being active at break and lunch time was not part of their school culture. This differed from primary school in which a culture of ‘play’ was supported.

Cause no-one really does it like....all the boys... they used to play football but now none of them do so no one really runs about or anything. More people just sit there and talk. (63)

Another prominent theme is related to teacher behaviours (39,46,48,50,55–57,64). Findings consistently supported the importance of teachers providing encouragement...
(39,46,59) and support for physical activity (55,59). Role modelling (39,48,50,55,56) was also highlighted as an important teacher behaviour. For example, one study, focused on active travel, reported that students felt that their teachers did not put into practice what may have been emphasized in lessons:

> Basically all the teachers use their cars... our teacher when she goes to [local shop], that’s right over there, during school time she always takes the car (48).

Some qualitative studies focused exclusively on the PE environment. PE teacher’s behaviours were discussed in several studies (51,52,65,66), and the findings consistently highlighted the importance of several behaviours for facilitating motivation and participation within PE and involvement in physical activity in general. These included role modelling PA (i.e. actively taking part in lessons), encouragement and enthusiasm, caring and supportive behaviours and positive feedback (65,66):

> Miss G did influence my positive attitude towards PE because she was my first PE teacher in high school and really gave me her support [following an injury]... (65).

Teaching behaviours closely tie to the perception of the PE class climate, which also was discussed. Specifically, students in some studies reported a climate that had little emphasis on learning and improvement, in which attention is given to the most competent students and praise was only provided when students outplayed their peers (52). In different studies, some students (especially males) reported that the ‘competition’ element in PE was a positive and motivating factor for participation. Although females commented on positives of competition, they also discussed negative aspects, such as removing the ‘fun’ from activity (66), especially if the boys became “overly competitive” (67). Students reported that they would like teachers to make them feel more involved and give students more choice (40,52); one study reported how girls restricted their engagement with PE when they perceived it as being gendered, unwelcoming to their participation and thus, not a choice (40). In a different study, female students reported that PE grading systems that focus on effort rather than skill increases effort and participation in PE (67).

Several hypotheses were raised that allow us to develop a deeper understanding of why the school’s social environment impacts on physical activity and sedentary behaviour. As reported by MacQuarrie and colleagues (39) ‘placing higher value on athletic elitism can fracture the student population into subgroups, whose sense of belonging will vary depending on how much they feel they are important and connected to the school. Student judgements of belonging are core to motivating students’ involvement in physical activity’ (p. 269). In separate studies, students also reported being put off by the focus on competition over participation and enjoyment (56), and that the use of exercise as punishment (often a feature of a ‘performance-focused’ climate) induces feelings of anger and injustice, lowering motivation rather than increasing effort (52). In contrast, a PE teacher’s transformational leadership was believed to positively influence PE-related beliefs, motivation and attitudes (e.g. enjoyment), PE teacher satisfaction and motivation to engage in out of school activities (65).

**Summary (mixed-studies synthesis)**

The majority of the quantitative studies that focus on the school’s social environment are confined to PE settings. However, the qualitative research indicates that the whole school environment is crucial, beyond what happens in PE lessons. Interestingly, the cross-sectional studies that examined the school’s overall support and/or climate for physical activity demonstrated an indeterminate association with physical activity. It is important to note that there was considerable variability in the exposure measures for school support and climate for physical activity. For example, measures to assess the school physical activity environment included measures of (girls’) perceptions of teachers and boys influence on physical activity within the school (68,69), the school’s encouragement for PA (70) and overall teacher values surrounding physical activity (71). The inconsistent definition and measures of the school’s social environment surrounding physical activity promotion makes it difficult to compare consistently across studies. Interestingly, one experimental study that focused on changing the wider social environment (relating to physical activity) demonstrated effectiveness (26). The focus of the intervention was on empowering students and adults at the school to create active opportunities. As reported in a qualitative paper, ‘the extent to which a school involves everyone from students through to administration in the planning and carrying out of ways to engage everyone in active lifestyles, the stronger the school culture on the promotion of physical activity’ (39) (p. 268). Taken together, the findings highlight the importance of wider school support and involvement in establishing a school culture that promotes physical activity for all, not just the competent and active students.

Within the PE-specific environment, consistent support across quantitative and qualitative studies was shown for the importance of the class climate (e.g. a mastery/learning focused environment rather than a competitive environment) and PE teacher behaviours (e.g. autonomy supportive behaviours such as allowing students to make decisions, role modelling, support and encouragement for physical activity). A variety of mechanisms have been explored within the studies of the PE environment. For example, the impact of the PE environment (and PE teacher behaviour) on physical activity...
is mediated by several psychosocial variables, including (but not limited to) autonomous motives/intrinsic motivation (72–76) and a range of ‘efficacy’ beliefs such as increased self-efficacy (26,30) and increased proxy efficacy (i.e. the extent to which students feel confident to get others to act on their interests to create supportive environments) (26). These findings closely reflect the qualitative evidence relating to how and why the PE teacher behaviours impacted (either positively or negatively) upon their involvement in PE.

Policy environment

Qualitative studies
Sixteen observational and three experimental studies investigated factors related to the whole school’s policy environment. Of the 13 factors investigated (Table 2), only three were studied four or more times. ‘PE provision’ was consistently not associated with physical activity, whereas offering ‘extracurricular activities’ showed an indeterminate association. However, there was a suggestion that the latter may be more important for boys than girls, with three out of the four studies conducting stratified analyses showing a positive association in boys only. Studies investigating schools’ policies about ‘intramural versus interscholastic sports participation’ showed that intramural sport was consistently associated with physical activity, whereas interscholastic sport showed no association. Of the factors studied less frequently, only ‘number of physical activity policies’, ‘quality of sports management’ and ‘recess exercises’ were potentially positively associated with activity, all other factors showed no or an indeterminate association.

All three ‘whole school’ experimental studies included policy components. Two focused on the implementation of organized activities/after-school programmes as part of a wider intervention; both demonstrated positive effects on physical activity outcomes (26,61). The third examined the impact of provision of active lesson content (implementing typical classroom tasks during brisk walking) (27). It showed no effect on self-reported activity, although improvements in cholesterol and glucose levels were observed.

Four observational studies and one experimental study investigated factors that were related to the PE lesson’s policy environment (Table 3), reporting on 10 distinct factors. Of these, eight were studied in one single study, all showing no or indeterminate associations across boys and girls. ‘PE class size’ showed a potentially negative association indicating that students were less active and more sedentary in larger PE classes, whereas offering ‘single sex as opposed to co-educational PE’ appeared not to be associated with physical activity. This latter finding was confirmed by an experimental study (77), which showed that both boys and girls were similarly active during single-sex and combined games-play lessons.

Qualitative studies
Features of the school’s policy environment were discussed in almost all (22) of the 25 included qualitative studies. The majority focused on the provision of opportunities to be active during the school day. Studies highlighted the lack of opportunities for physical activity (59), poor range of sporting options for girls (64) or a lack of extracurricular sport for all (54,58) as barriers to physical activity. This was specifically attributed to a lack of physical infrastructure and equipment in one study (54). Students also reported the need for more non-competitive activities (38,47,54,56) and emphasized participation rather than competition and exclusion (56).

Make it easier to get on the teams. You don’t . . . really want to have competitiveness or otherwise half the kids won’t do it. But you want to address certain kids, let them know that it’s great, it’s healthy for you. It’s fun to get on a team (54)

Some of the studies discussed the policies that limit physical activity during breaks. These included policies on which grades get to participate in outdoor recess (78), rules about accessing equipment during break times (38,53,56) and regulations regarding access to physical activity facilities during breaks and out-of-hours/after-school (usually because of no supervision) (49,53,55). In one study, middle school teachers reported that open gym policies had positive effects on participation, although this appeared to benefit boys the most (54). Interestingly, adolescents in a separate study highlighted that too much supervision negatively impacted physical activity (53).

If there were too many teachers around, you wouldn’t be able to do anything, so it would be boring (53)

Active travel-related policies were discussed in two studies (48,54). One study highlighted that unsupervised active transport was generally discouraged because of a perception of ‘stranger danger’ and by the school’s not providing crossing-guards (‘lollipop man/lady’) (54). In another study, participants emphasized the need for cycle proficiency training and reward/incentive policies for students to promote active travel (48). The notion of schools implementing a rewards system for students being active was also mentioned elsewhere (59). Other wider school policies that created barriers to physical activity included physical activity uniforms (particularly for girls and related to body image concerns) (64), amounts of homework (78) and school scheduling that leaves students too tired or busy for physical activity (55,56). However, in a different study, school scheduling was described (by a school principal) as being key to ‘crafting a culture of physical fitness’ (39) (p. 267):
It was built right into the program when the school was designed and the timetable was organized to facilitate intramurals. (39)

Scheduling was also discussed in relation to PE, with one study highlighting that timetabling (avoid repetition of scheduling) PE class at the end of the day would facilitate participation in girls (47), because of their reluctance to change earlier in the day and worries about appearance. Students (and PE teachers) additionally perceived that they simply do not acquire enough PE (45,47,49,52,57,78). Issues discussed included only requiring PE in certain grades in certain semesters (78), ‘active’ PE time taken up by taking notes and learning and large class sizes influencing PE quality (reported by parents) (38). Policies that allow exemptions for PE may be an additional barrier to learning and participation in PE (41,56). Students suggested there should be more consequences for avoiding PE as they believed some pupils took advantage of this situation (56). Students, parents and schools believed that excuse notes provided a legitimate means to disengage from PE (40). This reinforces the perception that PE does not hold much value or priority. One teacher reported:

...often the parents’ experience of PE is take a note and you are excluded. The hard thing is that as well as changing the pupils’ perception of PE...for PE in schools to change, you know the parents need to be brought up to date as well... and again you’re fighting the ‘PE isn’t important’ status in schools (41).

The notion of separating classes by gender (39,40,47,67) or ability (39) showed mixed opinions. Parents (47) and PE teachers (39) noted that separating class by gender would facilitate participation for girls. In contrast, adolescent girls were positive about co-educational PE and felt that the interaction with boys fostered participation (effort) and skill development (40,67). However, they reported negative feelings about co-participation when boys created physically or emotionally unsafe learning environments (67). In a study of students identified as ‘motivated’ for PE, a desire for groups of similar ability was expressed (52).

In terms of developing a deeper understanding of why the school’s policy environment impacts on physical activity, some papers provided additional insights. One argued that intramural activities helped to create an atmosphere of playfulness, encouraged those who do not want to take part in organized sports and signified the value of physical activity in the school (39). Generally speaking, school policies have the potential to create a school environment signalling that physical activity is important and a priority, or (as in most cases) that physical activity is not important and undervalued.

Summary (mixed-studies synthesis)

Features of the policy environment were the most frequently discussed feature of the school environment within the qualitative studies. School policies appear to influence physical activity indirectly, mostly via the school’s social environment to create a wider ‘culture’ of physical activity within the school. Several aspects of the school’s policy environment highlighted in the qualitative studies were largely unexplored in the quantitative studies. These include the school’s active travel policies (including incentives/rewards policies), uniforms and break time specific physical activity rules and regulations. The impact of only providing intramural sports opportunities has not been explored experimentally, and the support identified in both the observational quantitative and qualitative evidence suggests this may be a worthwhile avenue. Interestingly, whereas the (limited) amount of PE was highlighted as a barrier to activity in qualitative studies, the observational evidence consistently showed no association. The overall evidence also highlighted that whether co-educational or single-sex PE is beneficial is highly dependent on the wider learning environment (i.e. the social environment); specifically whether girls feel supported in their participation and comfortable with their skill level. Qualitative findings highlighted the interaction between the policy (i.e. co-educational PE) and the social environment created in the PE class (i.e. motivational climate) and also emphasized the quality not quantity of PE. Taken together, the findings indicate a lack of independence and empowerment of the students, which is both encouraged by the school (e.g. through restrictive rules and regulations) and ultimately perceived by the students, thus negatively impacting upon their physical activity within school.

Final synthesis and discussion

By applying a mixed-studies approach and an inclusive definition of the school environment, we have been able to provide a comprehensive overview of the evidence on school-environmental characteristics and adolescent physical activity and sedentary behaviour. Across the multiple forms of evidence, consistent support was found for (a) the importance of activity settings within school for physical activity, (b) the creation of a ‘culture’ of physical activity within the school, (c) teaching behaviours that support a positive climate for physical activity promotion, both within PE and beyond (e.g., role modelling, enthusiasm for physical activity and social support for physical activity) and (d) availability of intramural opportunities for all students.

In addition to those consistently supported, a multitude of other environmental factors have been explored. Several school-environmental factors were highlighted in the qualitative evidence, yet remain untested quantitatively, such as school policies relating to school uniforms, break time (recess) rules and regulations (e.g. compulsory outdoor time...
or unsupervised access to equipment and facilities) and school active travel policies (e.g. incentives/rewards policies). The qualitative evidence also emphasized the importance of overall school connectedness/cohesion (i.e. how connected student’s feel to the school and their sense of belonging) and how the overall ethos and culture of the school influences student physical activity (demonstrated via supportive policies such as intramural opportunities and an ethos of inclusion rather than ‘elitism’). The influence of the wider school climate was explored in one RCT (26) with positive effects on physical activity. In light of the importance of the school’s wider social environment identified in the qualitative evidence, there is a clear need for further experimental evidence examining the effect of modifying the school’s wider social environment through the implementation of physical activity-supportive policies. It also indicates a wider barrier to change within the school environment, in that features of the school’s environment that are relevant to physical activity (and health more broadly) are seen as only applicable to PE settings. This finding is echoed in a recent review of Health Promoting School’s initiatives; the emphasis on academic subjects (and the corresponding low value placed on health initiatives) and lack of wider institutional support are cited as major barriers to implementing physical activity initiatives that target the wider school environment (13).

The inclusion of qualitative evidence helped shed light on relatively mixed quantitative findings, specifically through highlighting the complexities that exist when considering how the school environment impacts upon physical activity. That is, it appears to be the combination and interaction of school-environment factors that influence adolescent physical activity, rather than a single characteristic of the school. For example, although adequate facilities and equipment are considered important for physical activity promotion, if the wider school policies do not encourage and support the use of these by all students, the overall impact on physical activity is likely to be negligible. Furthermore, the arguments for and against co-educational versus single-sex PE policies highlighted in the qualitative studies appear to relate more to the motivational climate within the lesson and how supported students feel (e.g. through various teaching behaviours) rather than simply whether a lesson is single sex or co-educational.

Across the quantitative and qualitative research, very limited attention has been given to how the school environment may promote or inhibit engagement in sedentary behaviours. In view of emerging evidence that sedentary behaviour may have independent health effects in young people (79), this is a topic worthy of further study. School-environment interventions that seek to shift the distribution of activity intensity over the day may be more effective than a single focus on physical activity of a prescribed intensity (80). This argument, as well as increasing the frequency of interruptions to sedentary time, has been presented in other papers (81). This may require the development of novel intervention strategies (for adolescent populations) such as implementing activity breaks in class, the delivery of active lessons and changes to the classroom environment – all of which are under-represented in the present review.

In recent years, studies in primary schools have successfully implemented changes to the school layout or classroom design, in order to ‘nudge’ pupils to walk more or substitute sitting with standing, regardless of demographic characteristics and motivation. For example, standing desks show some promising evidence for increasing calorie expenditure (82). Furthermore, building a new type of ‘activity permissive’ school environment designed specifically to encourage an active learning environment also showed promising results (83). Although innovative approaches to increasing physical activity and reducing sedentary behaviour in the school environment are being developed and tested, the evidence is largely confined to primary school settings. Whether these types of strategies are feasible, acceptable or effective for adolescent populations is unknown and worth exploring in future studies.

Lastly, feasibility and sustainability of intervention strategies are heavily influenced by their cost and cost-effectiveness. Our search did not yield any results relating to the cost or cost-effectiveness of the interventions. This limits the learning that can be applied in terms of appropriate directions for future studies and is an important area of future research. Furthermore, aside from a very small number of studies that examined differential effects based on gender, there was no examination of socio-economic inequalities and the role of the environment (or environmental interventions) across different socio-economic groups. It is important that school-environment interventions to increase physical activity have the potential to reach individuals irrespective of individual characteristics or social circumstances.

A limitation of this review is that by only including studies that had a physical activity and sedentary behaviour outcome, we potentially missed a number of interventions that could potentially increase physical activity, but only included education or health-related measures within their study. Although this review focused on physical activity and sedentary behaviour as the primary outcomes, it is important to note that none of the quantitative studies included any education-focussed outcomes, such as concentration, cognitive functioning or behaviour in the classroom in addition to measures of physical activity. Furthermore, only one experimental study included wider health-related outcomes (beyond anthropometry) (27).

**Future directions for creating active school environments for adolescent**

With the exception of a very small number of experimental designs predominantly focussed on PE, there have been few
attempts to modify adolescent’s school environment. Future directions should include the development and testing of approaches identified in this review, through implementing a range of policies and addressing a wider cultural shift in relation to the priority given to physical activity within the school.

Future studies should also adopt rigorous outcome measures (objective where possible), include long term follow-up, and assess cost-effectiveness and relevant process measures that enable a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of effect. Natural experimental studies may also be useful to explore the effects of approaches not suited to RCT designs (e.g. to examine modifications to outdoor design). It is imperative that intervention studies include assessments of behavioural, health and educational outcomes where possible, thus speaking to policy makers in health and education sectors alike. Mixed-methods studies are appropriate for developing a further understanding of what works, for whom and in what contexts.

Conclusions

In order for the ‘school environment’ to be become a meaningful construct, it is important that researchers developing school-based interventions recognize the importance and complexities of the environmental factors that can influence physical activity and sedentary behaviour. Approaches to increase physical activity or reduce sedentary behaviour within schools should address the multiple layers of school environment and how features of the school’s physical, social and policy environment interact and influence each other to shape physical activity behaviours.
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